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ABBREVIATION

HPA Habitual physical activity

AIM To investigate longitudinal changes of habitual physical activity (HPA) and sedentary

time in children with cerebral palsy (CP) aged 1 year 6 months to 5 years across all functional

abilities.

METHOD At study entry, 95 children (62 males, 33 females) were classified using the Gross

Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) at levels I (50), II (9), III (16), IV (6), and V (14).

Physical activity was recorded on a total of 159 occasions at four possible time points: 1 year

6 months to 2 years; 2 years 6 months to 3 years; 4 years; and 5 years using ActiGraph for

3 days. Mixed-effects regression models were used for analyses.

RESULTS Participants classified at GMFCS levels I and II had stable HPA as they aged. HPA

significantly decreased at 5 years in children classified at GMFCS levels III to V. Sedentary

time significantly increased at 4 years and 5 years in all participants. Annual HPA

significantly reduced in children classified at GMFCS levels III to V (�123 counts/min, 95%

confidence interval [CI] �206 to �40) while annual sedentary time significantly increased in

all participants (GMFCS levels I–II: 2.4%, 95% CI 0.7–4.1; GMFCS levels III–V: 6.9%, 95% CI

4.6–9.2).

INTERPRETATION Children with CP at all GMFCS levels should be encouraged to be

physically active from early childhood as HPA levels start to decline from 4 years. Breaks in

sedentary time are required for all children with CP from the age of 3 years.

Cerebral palsy (CP) is a group of disorders caused by brain
lesions that lead to activity limitations.1 Children and
young people with CP have lower habitual physical activity
(HPA) levels than children with typical development.2–4

There are limited data on levels of HPA in a representative
population of preschool-aged children with CP, and no
longitudinal data.5 Evidence in the general population sug-
gests that low physical activity levels can increase the risk
of cardiovascular and metabolic disease.6,7 A large popula-
tion-based sample in the USA (n=1015) reported that
adults with CP had a significantly higher prevalence of
chronic diseases including heart conditions, hypertension,
stroke, and diabetes than adults without CP.8 Reduced
physical activity and increased sedentary behaviour have
been associated with elevated blood pressure in children
with CP (6–17y)9 and increasing risk of developing car-
diometabolic diseases in adults with CP (18–62y).10 The

adverse effects of limited moderate-to-vigorous physical
activity and high sedentary behaviour are independent and
have a different mechanism.11 People who have short peri-
ods of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity, for their age,
and who are sedentary for most the day are still at high
risk of cardiovascular disease and diabetes.12 It is important
not only to increase moderate-to-vigorous physical activity
but also to reduce sedentary time to enhance health bene-
fits for children with CP.11

Recently, international recommendations for physical
activity for people with CP were published.13 People with
CP should have moderate-to-vigorous physical activity for
60 minutes, 5 days a week or more, and sedentary time
for less than 2 hours a day, or they should break up sitting
for 2 minutes every 30 to 60 minutes.13 The physical
activity guidelines for young children with typical develop-
ment age 0 to 5 years14–16 are different from the
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recommendations for older children and adults with CP.13

The guidelines for children age 0 to 5 years recommend
that they should be physically active every day for at least
3 hours and should not be sedentary, restrained, or kept
inactive for more than 1 hour at a time, with the excep-
tion of sleeping.14–16 It is recommended that young chil-
dren with CP (birth–5y) should adhere to the same
physical activity guidelines as those with typical develop-
ment;14–16 however, there are no longitudinal data in pre-
school-aged children with CP on which to base these
recommendations.

Previous studies tracking physical activity in children
with typical development reported that physical activity
levels at ages 3 years and 6 years significantly predicted
physical activity into adolescence and young adulthood.17

In addition, early childhood (birth–6y) is a critical period
for promoting active lifestyles.18 In children with physical
disabilities, interventions aiming to improve physical activ-
ity levels also recommend that activity should start in early
childhood and continue throughout adolescence and adult-
hood.19 To date, studies of HPA have been targeted in
school-aged children and adolescents with CP.2–5 Few
studies have investigated HPA in young children with CP
aged less than 5 years.5,20 Interventions for young children
with CP have focused on improving developmental motor
abilities, as children with CP will reach the highest motor
capacity at approximately 5 years.21 Although motor capac-
ity is directly associated with HPA,5 there are many other
factors associated with HPA including both personal and
environmental factors.19 In addition, most studies have
only examined HPA in ambulant children with CP (Gross
Motor Function Classification System [GMFCS] levels
I–III). Objective physical activity data are rarely available
in non-ambulant children with CP,22,23 and there are no
longitudinal studies of HPA in young children with CP.
The aims of this study were to: (1) describe HPA and
sedentary behaviour in young children with CP from 1
year 6 months to 5 years of age; (2) compare HPA and
sedentary behaviour between time points; and (3) examine
the rate of change in HPA and sedentary behaviour across
all gross motor functional abilities.

METHOD
This prospective population-based longitudinal study was
conducted in Queensland, Australia, between 2007 and
2014. Participants were drawn from two population-based
cohort studies: the Queensland CP Child Study of Motor
Function and Brain Development,24 and the Queensland
CP Child Study of Growth, Nutrition and Physical Activ-
ity.25 Queensland children who were born between 2006
and 2009 and diagnosed with CP by a medical physician
were eligible. Children with progressive disorders were
excluded. Assessments of physical activity were scheduled
at up to four time points (1y 6mo–2y, 2y 6mo–3y, 4y, and
5y of age). This study includes data from all participants
who completed 3-day physical activity monitoring at any
of the time points. Ethics were approved by the University

of Queensland Medical Research Ethics Committee
(2008002260) and regional hospitals across Queensland,
Australia. Informed consent was obtained from all parents
or legal guardians of participants.

Outcome measures and procedures
At each assessment, participants were classified for gross
motor function by a research physiotherapist using the
GMFCS.26

HPA was measured using an ActiGraph (GT3X and
GT3X+) triaxial accelerometer. The ActiGraph is an
objective physical activity measure which records accelera-
tion of bodily movement ranging in magnitude from 0.5
to 2.0g. The three planes of movement detected by the
monitor – vertical (x), antero-posterior (y), and mediolat-
eral (z) – are combined into vector magnitude
(VM=√(x2+y2+z2)). Output of the ActiGraph is vector mag-
nitude per epoch of time called activity counts (counts per
epoch of time), which were used to define HPA in this
study. Activity counts have been reported as having excel-
lent inter-instrument reliability in ambulant young people
with CP (intraclass correlation coefficient [ICC] 0.981).27

Epochs were set at 5 seconds to detect short bursts of
activity in children with CP. Participants wore the Acti-
Graph for 3 days, two weekdays, and one weekend day, as
a minimum requirement28 except for water-based activities
and sleep time. Excellent reliability (ICC 0.84) has been
reported for measuring sedentary time in preschool-aged
children with CP.29 The monitor was placed on the par-
ticipants’ lower back to avoid any movement limitations
and to minimize the influence of asymmetrical gait.30,31

Posterior placement on the lower back was found to be
acceptable and valid29,32 in preschool-aged children in all
GMFCS levels from 1 year 6 months to 5 years of age.
Parents completed a corresponding activity diary which
recorded time of wake/sleep, wear/non-wear of the moni-
tor, reasons for non-wear, being pushed in a stroller and/
or carrying. Any ambiguous data were checked with par-
ents until clarification.

Activity data were downloaded via ActiLife software
(ActiGraph, FL, USA.). Non-wear times were checked
against activity diary and deleted from the analysis. Total
wear time, activity counts (HPA; counts per minute), and
sedentary time were calculated using MATLAB (version
R2012b; The Math Works Inc., MA, USA). Time spent
sedentary was determined by cut-points for sedentary time
in children with CP aged 1 year 6 months to 5 years across
all GMFCS levels, which were validated in our previous
studies.29,32 The cut-points used were 40 counts per 5 sec-
onds for participants aged 1 year 6 months to 3 years clas-
sified at GMFCS levels I to III; 10 counts per 5 seconds

What this paper adds
• Physical activity in preschool-aged children with cerebral palsy (CP)

decreases from 4 years of age.

• Sedentary time in children with CP significantly increases from 3 years of
age.
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for participants aged 1 year 6 months to 3 years classified
at GMFCS levels IV to V; and 68 counts per 5 seconds for
participants aged 4 to 5 years across all GMFCS levels.
Sedentary time as a percentage of wear time was calculated
to normalize wear time.

Statistical analysis
We calculated that, with 95 participants assessed an aver-
age of 1.5 times each, we would have at least 80% power
to detect a difference in effect size across time within
GMFCS levels (I–II and III–V) of 0.5 or greater, assuming
a=0.05 and correlation between repeated measures on the
same participant equal to 0.5. Summary statistics are pre-
sented as frequency (percentage) for categorical variables.
The association between the binary variable GMFCS level
(I–II/III–V) and physical activity was investigated using
linear mixed-effects models to account for the possible
non-independence of repeated observations from the same
child.33,34 GMFCS category and time point (1y 6mo–2y/2y
6mo–3y/4y/5y) were entered as fixed effects. To investigate
the change in motor ability over time, a GMFCS9time
interaction effect was entered into models. Child was
included as a random intercept. Models used the Gaussian
family, identity link, and independent covariance matrix for
the random effects. Effect estimates are presented as mean
difference with 95% confidence intervals (95% CI). Statis-
tical significance was set at a=0.05 (two-tailed). All statisti-
cal analyses were performed using Stata version 13.0
(StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA).

RESULTS
Ninety-five participants completed 3 days of activity moni-
toring on a total of 159 occasions. At study entry, the 95
children with CP were classified at GMFCS levels I (50),
II (9), III (16), IV (6), and V (14); 65.3% (n=62) were male.
Fifteen participants were assessed at three time points, 34
at two time points, and 46 at one time point. Numbers of
participants at study entry are shown in Table I. Wear
time periods were not significantly different between
GMFCS levels, with a mean of around 10 hours a day.
Figure 1 shows average HPA and sedentary time between
the two GMFCS groups (levels I–II and levels III–V). In
addition, average HPA and sedentary time in 111 children
with typical development aged 3 to 5 years from a previous
study conducted in the USA35 are shown in Figure 1.

Children classified at GMFCS levels I to II had signifi-
cantly higher HPA and lower sedentary time than those
classified at GMFCS levels III to V at all time points
(Fig. 1 and Table SI, online supporting information).

Activity counts in children classified at GMFCS levels I
to II who walked independently remained stable as they
aged. In marginal and non-ambulant children classified at
GMFCS levels III to V, activity counts significantly
decreased at 5 years of age (Fig. 1a and Table II). Seden-
tary time was significantly higher in both GMFCS groups
(levels I–II and levels III–V) at 4 years and 5 years com-
pared with 1 year 6 months to 2 years (Fig. 1b and
Table II).

Linear regression models including age as a continuous
main effect found that at the mean age of all participants
(4y), with each increase of 1 year, the average HPA
dropped by 15 counts per minute for children at GMFCS
levels I to II and significantly decreased by 123 counts per
minute for those at GMFCS levels III to V. With each
increase of 1 year, sedentary time significantly increased by
2.4% for those at GMFCS levels I to II and by 6.9% for
those at GMFCS levels III to V (Table III).

DISCUSSION
This prospective longitudinal study investigated changes in
HPA and sedentary time in preschool-aged children with
CP from the age of 1 year 6 months to 5 years across all
levels of gross motor function. The study used vector mag-
nitude to report HPA with respect to translating activity
counts to changes in actual HPA. Independently ambulant
children with CP (GMFCS levels I–II) had stable HPA
over the period and gradually increased sedentary time
over it. As functional severity increased, children with CP
had declining HPA from 4 years and sedentary time gradu-
ally increased from the age of 2 years 6 months to 3 years.
In children classified at GMFCS levels III to V, HPA sig-
nificantly decreased at the age of 5 years. It should be
noted that sedentary time significantly increased at the ages
of 4 years and 5 years compared with 1 year 6 months to 2
years in all GMFCS groups. These data suggest that chil-
dren with CP should be encouraged to be physically active
from the age of 4 years, especially those classified at
GMFCS levels III to V. More importantly, breaks in
sedentary time should be introduced in all children with
CP from the age of 3 years. Changing position to standing
can be used for breaks in sedentary behaviour for all
GMFCS levels as standing with support in children at
GMFCS level V is still found to be light activity.36 The
present study did not include the effect of sex on HPA, as
our previous studies found that it does not affect HPA in
preschool-aged children with CP.22,23

Regression analyses investigating the rate of change
found that the average HPA significantly decreased every
year for children with CP classified at GMFCS levels III
to V and sedentary time significantly increased every year
for all GMFCS levels. These data suggest that children
with CP classified at GMFCS levels III to V need to be

Table I: Number (n [%]) of participants at study entry according to Gross
Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) level

GMFCS level 1y 6mo–2y 2y 6mo–3y 4y 5y Total

I 14 (56) 12 (39) 12 (60) 12 (63) 50
II 3 (12) 1 (3) 2 (10) 3 (16) 9
III 6 (24) 8 (26) 1 (5) 1 (5) 16
IV 1 (4) 4 (13) 1 (5) 0 (0) 6
V 1 (4) 6 (19) 4 (20) 3 (16) 14
Total 25 (100) 31 (100) 20 (100) 19 (100) 95
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encouraged to be physically active. Breaks in sedentary
behaviour are urgently required for children with CP at all
levels of functional ability from early childhood. In

addition, breaks in sedentary behaviour by introducing
light activity in children with CP are more achievable than
increased moderate-to-vigorous physical activity.

Children with CP classified at GMFCS levels III to V
had significant lower HPA and higher sedentary time than
those at GMFCS levels I to II at all time points. These
data can be interpreted as HPA and sedentary time being
strongly related to gross motor capacity from an early age.
Although functional ability can affect HPA and sedentary
time in children with CP, many factors need to be consid-
ered to improve and maintain an active lifestyle, including
self-motivation, family motivation, awareness of benefits of
physical activity, and access to sport or active leisure facili-
ties in the home, community, and preschool environ-
ment.19,37,38 Previous studies suggest that to achieve and
maintain functional capability in children with chronic
health conditions, a sustained physically active lifestyle is
crucial.39 Our data suggest that encouragement in being
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Figure 1: (a) Habitual physical activity (HPA) and (b) sedentary time in children with cerebral palsy aged 1 year 6 months to 5 years and children with
typical development (data from Butte et al.35). GMFCS, Gross Motor Function Classification System.

Table II: Comparison of habitual physical activity (HPA) and sedentary time between time points

Age
band

HPA (counts/min) Sedentary time (% of wear time)

GMFCS levels I–II GMFCS levels III–V GMFCS levels I–II GMFCS levels III–V

Mean
(SD)

Mean difference
(95% CI)

Mean
(SD)

Mean difference
(95% CI)

Mean
(SD)

Mean difference
(95% CI)

Mean
(SD)

Mean difference
(95% CI)

1y 6mo
–2y

1397 (362) Reference 783 (343) Reference 50.3 (7.2) Reference 68.4 (7.0) Reference

2y 6mo
–3y

1231 (259) �115 (�268 to 39) 727 (404) �42 (�261 to 176) 54.0 (8.0) 2.7 (�1.1 to 6.4) 66.3 (12.2) �0.56 (�5.9 to 4.8)

4y 1345 (351) �35 (�232 to 161) 510 (494) �209 (�479 to 61) 56.2 (9.8) 6.5 (1.6 to 11.3) 82.4 (16.6) 12.6 (5.9 to 19.3)
5y 1319 (379) �49 (�198 to 100) 431 (431) �236 (�462 to �9) 57.7 (8.8) 7.6 (3.9 to 11.2) 85.2 (13.4) 13.5 (7.9 to 19.0)

GMFCS, Gross Motor Function Classification System; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval.

Table III: Rate of change in habitual physical activity (HPA) and seden-
tary time at mean age (4y) of all participants

HPA (counts/min) Sedentary time (% of wear time)

GMFCS levels
I–II

GMFCS levels
III–V

GMFCS levels
I–II

GMFCS levels
III–V

Mean
difference
(95% CI)

Mean
difference
(95% CI)

Mean
difference
(95% CI)

Mean
difference
(95% CI)

�15 (�75 to
44)

�123 (�206 to
�40)

2.4 (0.7 to 4.1) 6.9 (4.6 to 9.2)

Mixed-effects linear regression models including age as a main
effect. GMFCS, Gross Motor Function Classification System;
95% CI, 95% confidence interval.
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physically active with less sedentary time for children with
CP should be started from early childhood (age 3y) and
continued throughout their lifespan.

Our previous study in children with typical development
aged 1 year 6 months to 3 years (mean 2y 2mo, SD 6mo)
found that mean activity counts were 1416 (SD 283) per
minute; sedentary time was a mean of 49% (SD 5) of wear
time, which was not significantly different from indepen-
dently ambulant children with CP (GMFCS levels I–II).22

A previous study by Butte et al.35 reported that mean
activity counts per minute (calculated from counts per day)
in children with typical development aged 3 years were
821 (SD 150), 853 (SD 179) at 4 years, and 859 (SD 157)
at 5 years. Although children with CP classified at GMFCS
levels I to II in our study had higher activity counts than
those with typical development in the study by Butte
et al.35 (Fig. 1a), activity counts in children with CP were
more variable (SD 259–379 counts per minute). Periods of
monitoring, however, between our study and that by Butte
et al. were different. The latter study monitored physical
activity 24 hours a day for 7 days, except during swimming
or bathing, whereas our study monitored only waking
hours for 3 days. Measurement of physical activity in pre-
school-aged children with typical development for 3 days
was reported to have acceptable reliability (ICC 0.7).40 In
preschool-aged children with CP, 3-day activity monitor-
ing was found to have excellent reliability (ICC 0.84) for
measuring sedentary time.29 Furthermore, children with
CP classified at GMFCS levels I to II have lower motor
control than children with typical development, which may
lead to high accelerations due to poor coordination. These
may account for the high variability of activity counts
between children with and without CP.

For sedentary time, our study and that by Butte et al.35

used the same cut-points in participants aged 4 years and 5
years: 820 counts per minute.32,41 The study by Butte et al.
normalized sedentary time as a percentage of awake time,
and our study also normalized sedentary time as a percent-
age of wear time. The study by Butte et al. reported that
the sedentary times of children with typical development
were 44% at 4 years and 46% at 5 years, while those of
children with CP in our study ranged from 56% to 58%
(Fig. 1b). Children with CP classified at GMFCS levels I
to II seem to have higher sedentary time than those with
typical development; however, sedentary time in preschool-
aged children with typical development (2–5y) has been
reported across a wide range, from 34% to 94%.42 It could
be assumed from these figures that HPA and sedentary
time in children with CP at GMFCS levels I to II aged 1
year 6 months to 5 years were not different from children
with typical development. Greater differences in HPA and
sedentary time between ambulant children with CP and
those with typical development could be found after the
age of 5 years.2–4 Many factors can affect HPA and seden-
tary time in school-aged children with CP, both personal
and environmental: for example, development of secondary
impairments or attending school.

Our study provided longitudinal data of objective physi-
cal activity in young children with CP across all gross
motor functional abilities. The strengths of this study
included changes in HPA and sedentary time in children
with CP from the age of 1 year 6 months to 5 years across
all GMFCS levels, including objective physical activity data
in non-ambulant children with CP. Knowledge of HPA
and sedentary time across all GMFCS levels at different
ages may enhance strategies to maintain or improve an
active lifestyle in children with CP. Our findings suggest
that patterns of HPA and sedentary behaviour may be evi-
dent from 3 years of age, with lifetime impacts on active
lifestyles and health outcomes. Greater emphasis needs to
be placed on monitoring HPA in addition to motor capac-
ity in preschool-aged children with CP and, more impor-
tantly, the impact of sedentary behaviour on health
outcomes.

A potential limitation was that there have been no relia-
bility studies done for the cut-points for sedentary time in
terms of minimally detectable differences in longitudinal
data. The differences in sedentary time found in this study
may be due to using different cut-points but not actual
changes. These findings suggest that activity counts (HPA)
would be a more reliable measure for longitudinal studies.
Another potential limitation of this study was the smaller
number of participants at GMFCS levels III to V, as
attachment of activity monitors in young children with CP
was a challenge. Also, there are some limitations of the
ActiGraph itself. It cannot be used for water-based activi-
ties and some light activities may be detected as sedentary
if the trunk is stationary; for example, during standing with
or without support and when bike riding.

CONCLUSION
This longitudinal study of HPA and sedentary time in chil-
dren with CP from the age of 1 year 6 months to 5 years
found that those with CP classified at GMFCS levels I to
II had stable HPA. HPA significantly decreased at 5 years
in children classified at GMFCS levels III to V, and annual
HPA significantly reduced in these children. Sedentary
time significantly increased at ages 4 years and 5 years in
children with CP across all functional abilities. In addition,
sedentary time significantly increased with age in young
children with CP across all functional abilities. Our find-
ings suggest that breaks in sedentary time and the promo-
tion of active lifestyles should be encouraged from the age
of 3 years in children with CP.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

The following additional material may be found online:

Table SI: Average habitual physical activity (HPA) and seden-

tary time at each time point and comparison between Gross

Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) groups at each

time point
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